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FOR

THE

What is the Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies (CARS Plus Series)?
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies is
a diagnostic reading series that allows you to
identify and assess a student’s level of mastery for
each of 12 reading strategies (8 strategies in Book
A, 6 strategies in Books P and AA).
This ten-level program is designed for students in
years prep to 8. Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies helps teachers place students in
the Strategies to Achieve Reading Success (STARS
Plus Series) for reading instruction and
remediation.

TEACHER
What is in the CARS Plus teacher guide?
•

•

•

•

What is in the CARS Plus student book?
•

•

Pretests, Benchmarks, Post Tests
Book P has 15 tests. Each of the 5 Pretests,
5 Benchmarks and 5 Post Tests focuses on
6 strategies.
Self-assessment Forms
Students complete, with teacher guidance, Selfassessment 1 after completing all 5 Pretests and
Self-assessment 2 after completing all 5 Post
Tests.

In Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies, Book P, students practise the following
6 reading strategies:
• Finding the Big Idea
• Finding Details
• Putting Things in Order
• Understanding What Happens and Why
• Making a Guess
• Figuring Things Out

•

•

•

Information for the Teacher
Suggestions and instructions for using
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies effectively in the classroom.
Research Summary
A summary of the research that supports the
CARS Plus Series is included in the teacher
guide.
Guided Lessons
Scripted text for administering each of the
15 tests (Pretests, Benchmarks, Post Tests) is
provided.
Understanding the Strategies
This three-page reproducible can be used with
students as a skill-review summary. It can also
be used to reinforce the strategies practised in
the student book.
Teacher Assessments
Teachers complete the assessments after the
students have completed all 5 Pretests and then
again after the students have completed all 5
Post Tests.
Class Performance Chart
This reproducible is for recording class results
for the Pretests and Post Tests.
Completed Answer Keys
Teachers use the Answer Keys to easily correct
the tests.
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What is the difference between the Pretests,
the Post Tests and the Benchmarks?

•

The 5 Pretests and the 5 Post Tests are designed
to assess mastery. In CARS Plus, Book P, the
Pretests and Post Tests focus on 6 strategybased questions. Since each test contains only
one strategy-specific question, it is important to
administer all of the five Pretests in order to assess
a student’s overall performance and all of the five
Post Tests to determine a student’s overall progress.
Administering multiple tests, and compiling the
results, provides reliable information about each
strategy.

Because Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies is a diagnostic tool, you can determine
areas where an individual student needs
improvement.
• Pretests: Use the results of the Pretests to
identify areas of strength and weakness and to
place students in Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success, the instructional companion of the
CARS Plus Series.
• Benchmarks: Use the Benchmarks to evaluate
students’ needs and monitor progress in
applying multiple reading strategies to a
passage.
• Post Tests: Use the Post Tests to assess
mastery of the strategies taught in the STARS
Plus Series.

In the Benchmarks, students read a short passage
and then answer the 6 strategy-based questions.
The Benchmarks allow you to assess how students
are applying strategies over time. The Benchmarks
are meant to be used as individual progressmonitoring tools to monitor progress in applying
multiple reading strategies.
When should I use the CARS Plus Series in the
classroom?
Students complete the tests in the CARS Plus
Series in the following manner:
• Pretests: To get accurate results, administer
all 5 Pretests within a five-day period at the
beginning of the school year.
• Benchmarks: The 5 Benchmarks are progressmonitoring tools and may be completed at
any time after the Pretests and before the Post
Tests. Space out the administration of the
Benchmarks to best meet your classroom needs.
• Post Tests: To get accurate results, administer
all 5 Post Tests within a five-day period.

How do I use the CARS Plus Series with
the STARS Plus Series?

How much time is required to complete
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies?
• Each of the 5 Pretests and each of the 5 Post
Tests require 45 minutes for completion,
correction and discussion.
• Self-assessments 1 and 2 each require about
20 minutes for completion. Students should
complete self-assessments no more than one or
two days after completion of Pretests 1–5 and
Post Tests 1–5.
• Each of the 5 Benchmarks requires 45 minutes
for completion, correction and discussion.
You can adjust these suggested times as needed to
accommodate your daily schedule of instruction.
Where do students record their answers?
In Book P, students record their answers directly in
the student book.
What is the correction procedure?
For the best results, correct each test orally with
students immediately following its completion.
Explain concepts that students may not fully
understand. Discuss why correct answer choices are
correct and why the remaining choices are not
correct. If possible, elicit from students their
reasoning for choosing an incorrect answer.
Incorrect answer choices often include a variety of
misunderstandings about the question. Discussing
why choices are correct and incorrect will help
students review and clarify how they approached a
particular strategy.
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What forms of student assessment are featured
in the CARS Plus Series and how do I use them?
In addition to the reading passages and strategy-based
questions, Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies contains two student self-assessments.
Student Assessments
Students become more successful in reading when
they assess their own performance against known
standards. Student self-assessment also helps teachers
gain insight into a student’s measure of performance.
For Book P, the teacher will need to assist the students
with the assessments. Difficulties that a student
experiences are often revealed through self-assessment.
Self-assessment focuses students on the process of
performance rather than the end result.
For example, in the CARS Plus self-assessments,
students see how well they recognise and apply reading
strategies, rather than focus on how many responses
are correct or incorrect. Therefore, the self-assessments
become a valuable tool for both student and teacher.
There are 2 self-assessments in the student book.
Student self-assessments are completed after Pretests
1–5 and Post Tests 1–5.
SELF-ASSESSMENT 1
(page 37 of student book)
After completing Pretests 1–5, students, with teacher
guidance, complete their first self-assessment. They
answer questions that require thoughtful responses.
The questions are designed to help students
• assess their performance.
• determine whether or not they are experiencing
difficulty.
SAY: Open your book to page 37. (Pause to make
sure all students are on page 37.) Put your
finger on the number 1. The directions say:
Listen. Circle. Listen carefully as I read a
question aloud:
You did Pretests 1–5. How well do you
think you went?
Notice that the answers have both pictures
and words. Circle the letter of the answer
that best tells how you think you went in
Pretests 1–5. A is good. B is went OK. C is
could be better.
Pause as the students respond.

SAY: Put your finger on the number 2. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read a question aloud:
How easy or hard were Pretests 1–5 for
you?
Circle the letter of the answer that best tells
how easy or hard Pretests 1–5 were for you.
A is easy. B is a bit hard. C is very hard.
Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 3. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read a question aloud:
Did you do the best job you could do on
Pretests 1–5?
Circle the letter of the answer that best tells
whether you did the best job you could do
on Pretests 1–5. A is yes. B is went OK. C
is could be better.
Pause as the students respond.
Discuss student responses to Self-assessment 1 before
allowing students to proceed to the remaining tests
in the book. Arrange one-on-one conferencing after
students, with teacher guidance, have completed their
assessment. Help students identify their strengths and
weaknesses, and provide instruction for clarifying a
specific strategy, if needed.
SELF-ASSESSMENT 2
(page 39 of student book)
After completing Post Tests 1–5, students complete
their second self-assessment with teacher guidance.
Before students begin, have them review the responses
to Self-assessment 1. This will help them focus on
their performance for the pretests and will remind
them of the performance goals they set.
Self-assessment 2 contains questions that require
thoughtful responses. The questions are designed to
help students
• assess their performance.
• determine whether or not they are experiencing
difficulty.
SAY: Open your book to page 39. (Pause to make
sure all students are on page 39.) Put your
finger on the number 1. The directions say:
Listen. Circle. Listen carefully as I read a
question aloud:
You did Post Tests 1–5. How well do you
think you went?
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Notice that the answers have both pictures
and words. Circle the letter of the answer
that best tells how you think you went in
Lessons 6–10. A is good. B is went OK.
C is could be better.
Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 2. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read a question aloud:
How easy or hard were Post Tests 1–5 for
you?
Circle the letter of the answer that best
tells how easy or hard Post Tests 1–5 were
for you. A is easy. B is a bit hard. C is very
hard.
Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 3. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read a question aloud:

What forms of teacher assessment are featured in
the CARS Plus Series and how do I use them?
Teacher Assessments
There are 3 teacher assessments. These 3 assessments
are completed for each student after they have
completed Pretests 1–5 and Post Tests 1–5.
Teacher Assessments help facilitate individualised
instruction in the classroom. For example, by using
the results of student assessments and your teacher
assessments, reading groups are easily established for
instruction with the STARS Plus Series. You will be
able to determine how to organise students’ groups
based on reading level and mastery over specific
reading strategies.
The purposes of the teacher assessments are to
• identify an individual student’s areas of strength
and weakness when applying a reading strategy.
• determine in which specific areas, if any,
remediation is needed.

Did you do the best job you could do on
Post Tests 1–5?

TEACHER ASSESSMENT 1
(reproducible on page 26 of teacher guide)

Circle the letter of the answer that best tells
whether you did the best job you could do
on Post Tests 1–5. A is yes. B is went OK.
C is could be better.

This assessment is completed using the student’s
answers to questions. This assessment reveals a
student’s performance for each of the reading
strategies.

Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 3. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read a question aloud:
Did you do the best job you could do on
Lessons 1–10?
Circle the letter of the answer that best tells
whether you did the best job you could do
on Lessons 1–10. A is yes. B is went OK.
C is could be better.
Pause as the students respond.

TEACHER ASSESSMENT 2
(reproducible on page 27 of teacher guide)
This assessment is completed using Teacher
Assessment 1. Using the data from Teacher
Assessment 1, you create a bar graph that provides a
visual comparison of a student’s level of mastery for
each of the reading strategies.
TEACHER ASSESSMENT 3
(reproducible on page 28 of teacher guide)
This assessment is completed using Teacher
Assessments 1 and 2. Using the data from these
assessments, you are able to provide a review of
a student’s overall strengths and weaknesses, as
well as provide an analysis of those areas that need
improvement. This analysis allows you to document
what action will taken – remediation or further
instruction – to help the student achieve mastery as
well as document the student’s progress after those
steps have been taken.
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What should I do with the completed student
self-assessments and teacher assessments?

What is the CARS Plus/STARS Plus/Extensions
Collection?

The completed student’s self-assessments and the
teacher assessments may be placed in the student’s
portfolio for review by reading specialists,
administrators or another teacher. As a student works
through Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies, the portfolio allows teachers and parents to
see the student’s growth and performance over time.

Step 1. Diagnose and Benchmark
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies allows you to identify and assess a
student’s level of mastery for each of
12 reading strategies (8 strategies in Book A,
6 strategies in Books P and AA).
Step 2. Instruction

How do I record results for the entire class on
the Class Performance Chart?
After students have completed each pretest and post
test, record the number of correct responses to the
strategy-based questions for your entire class on the
reproducible Class Performance Chart, on page 29 of
the teacher guide. Tick off the appropriate box to
indicate if the chart represents data collected from
Pretests 1–5 or Post Tests 1–5.
For each student, record the number of correct
responses (out of 5) for each strategy. Then total the
responses to determine the overall number of correct
responses (out of 60 for Books B–H, out of 40 for
Book A, out of 30 for Books P and AA) for each
student. Using the Class Performance Chart in this
way provides an opportunity to evaluate classroom
progress over time.

Strategies to Achieve Reading Success
provides scaffolded instruction – modelled
instruction, guided practice and independent
practice – that supports student success with
the strategies assessed in Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies.
Step 3. Ensure Mastery for On-Level Students
Extensions in Reading Series reinforces and
extends concepts developed in Strategies to
Achieve Reading Success, Books A–H, with
more sophisticated elements: graphic
organisers, longer passages, paired selections
and models.

What should I do if students are having
difficulty understanding specific strategy
questions?
You may want to pause and focus on the question
types and strategies before students move on to the
next lesson. Understanding the Strategies, on
pages 23–25, is a useful reproducible tool for
instructing students on how to answer a strategybased question. Read and discuss this text aloud with
students.
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UNDERSTANDING

THE

STRATEGIES

• Finding the Big Idea
The big idea is the main idea. The main idea tells what
a picture or story is mostly about. To find the main idea
of a picture, ask yourself, “What does the picture show?
What is the most important idea in the picture?” To find
the main idea of a story, ask yourself, “What is the story
telling me? What is the story mostly about?”

• Finding Details
Pictures and stories all have details. Details tell more
about the big idea, or main idea. Details in pictures
often show who or what the picture is about. They
also sometimes show what is happening, and where
something is happening. Details in stories often tell who
the story is about, what is happening and where the
story takes place.
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UNDERSTANDING

THE

STRATEGIES

• Putting Things in Order
Pictures often show the order in which things are done
or happen. Details in a picture may help you figure out
what happens first, second and last. Also, many things
in a story are done or happen in order. Clue words
in a story often tell about order. Some clue words are
first, second and last. Other clues words are before,
after, then and next. Stories also have three parts – a
beginning, a middle and an ending. These story parts
can tell about order.

• Understanding What Happens and Why
Everything that happens has two parts – what happens
and why it happens. Pictures often show what is
happening and why it is happening. To figure out
what is going on in a picture, ask yourself, “What is
happening?” To figure out why something happens in
a picture, ask yourself, “Why does this happen?” Stories
often have details that tell about what happens and
why. Some clue words that tell about what happens
and why are because, if, so and since. You can also
use what you already know to figure out what happens
and why.
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UNDERSTANDING

THE

STRATEGIES

• Making a Guess
Making a guess is a way of using what you know to
figure out what might happen. Pictures often contain
clues to help you make a guess. Stories also often have
clues to help you make a guess. Some clues are found
in the title of the story. Other clues are found in the
details of the story. Details about the things characters
do or say help you figure out what they might do and
say later in a story. You can use details and what you
already know about something to help you make a
guess.

• Figuring Things Out
Sometimes you have to figure things out as you look at
a picture or read a story. Pictures often have clues to
help you figure out what is happening in the picture.
Sometimes pictures can help you figure out what is
happening in a story as well. That’s why authors often
have pictures to go with their stories. You might read a
story that says, “The moon is bright in the dark sky.” The
story does not say that it is night-time. You can figure
that out because the moon is out and the sky is dark.
Readers often use such clues in the story to help figure
things out.
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Pretest 1
Finding the Big Idea
1. Listen. Circle the big idea.

A

B

Finding Details
2. Look. Circle.

A

B

Putting Things in Order
3. Look. Circle.

A

B

C
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Understanding What Happens and Why
4. Look. Circle.
What?

Why?

A

B

A

B

Making a Guess
5. Look. Circle.

Figuring Things Out
6. Look. Circle.

A

B
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Benchmark 1
Finding the Big Idea
1. Listen. Circle the big idea.

A

B

Finding Details
2. Look. Circle.

A

B

Putting Things in Order
3. Look. Circle.

A

B

C
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Understanding What Happens and Why
4. Look. Circle.
What?

Why?

A

B

A

B

Making a Guess
5. Look. Circle.

Figuring Things Out
6. Look. Circle.

A

B
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Post Test 1
Finding the Big Idea
1. Listen. Circle the big idea.

A

B

Finding Details
2. Look. Circle.

A

B

C

B

C

Putting Things in Order
3. Look. Circle.

A
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Understanding What Happens and Why
4. Look. Listen. Circle.
What?

Why?
The wind was most likely
A too cold.
B too strong.
C too wet.

Making a Guess
5. Look. Circle.

A

B

A

B

Figuring Things Out
6. Look. Circle.
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BI = Finding the Big Idea
FD = Finding Details
PO = Putting Things in Order
WW = Understanding What Happens
and Why
MG = Making a Guess
FO = Figuring Things Out

Key

Class __________________________

Teacher ________________________

Name __________________________

Comprehensive Assessment
of Reading Strategies, Book P
Sampler Book Answer Form
Pretest
BI
FD
PO
WW
MG
FO

Date:
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.





















Benchmark 1
BI
1.  
FD
2.  
PO
3.  
WW 4.  
MG 5.  
FO
6.  

Date:







Post Test
BI
1.
FD
2.
PO
3.
WW 4.
MG 5.
FO
6.

Date:
1
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BI = Finding the Big Idea
FD = Finding Details
PO = Putting Things in Order
WW = Understanding What Happens
and Why
MG = Making a Guess
FO = Figuring Things Out

Key

Class __________________________

Teacher ________________________

Name __________________________

Comprehensive Assessment
of Reading Strategies, Book P
Sampler Book Answer Form
Pretest
BI
FD
PO
WW
MG
FO

Date:
1
1.  ● 
2. ●  
3. ●  
4.  ● 
5. ●  
6. ●  

Benchmark 1
BI
1.  ●
FD
2. ● 
PO
3.  ●
WW 4.  ●
MG 5. ● 
FO
6. ● 

Date:







Post Test
BI
1.
FD
2.
PO
3.
WW 4.
MG 5.
FO
6.

Date:
1
 ● 
  ●
 ● 
 ● 
●  
 ● 
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9781743305737
9781743305744
CAT064

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CARS PLUS Series C Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series C Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level C
STARS PLUS Series C Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series C Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level C

9781743305553
9781743305560
CAT055
9781743305751
9781743305768
CAT065

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CARS PLUS Series D Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series D Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level D
STARS PLUS Series D Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series D Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level D

9781743305577
9781743305584
CAT056
9781743305775
9781743305782
CAT066

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CARS PLUS Series E Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series E Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level E
STARS PLUS Series E Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series E Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level E

9781743305591
9781743305607
CAT057
9781743305799
9781743305805
CAT067

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

LEVEL AA
CA12126
CA121269
CAT052
CA12141
CA121419
CAT062

LEVEL A
CA12127
CA121279
CAT053
CA12142
CA121429
CAT063

LEVEL B
CA12128
CA121289
CAT054
CA12143
CA121439
CAT064

LEVEL C
CA12129
CA121299
CAT055
CA12144
CA121449
CAT065

LEVEL D
CA12130
CA121309
CAT056
CA12145
CA121459
CAT066

LEVEL E
CA12131
CA121319
CAT057
CA12146
CA121469
CAT067

QTY

LEVEL F
CA12132
CA121329
CAT058
CA12147
CA121479
CAT068

CARS PLUS Series F Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series F Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level F
STARS PLUS Series F Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series F Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level F

9781743305614
9781743305621
CAT058
9781743305812
9781743305829
CAT068

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CARS PLUS Series G Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series G Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level G
STARS PLUS Series G Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series G Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level G

9781743305638
9781743305645
CAT059
9781743305836
9781743305843
CAT069

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CARS PLUS Series H Student Book Set of 5
CARS PLUS Series H Teacher Guide
CARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level H
STARS PLUS Series H Student Book Set of 5
STARS PLUS Series H Teacher Guide
STARS PLUS Sample Lesson Booklet Level H

9781743305652
9781743305669
CAT060
9781743305850
9781743305867
CAT070

$29.95
$9.95
$0.00
$100.00
$12.95
$0.00

CA12100
CA12101
CA12102
CA12103
CA12104
CA12105
CA12106
CA12107
CA12108
CA12109
CA12110
CA12111
CA12112
CA12113
CA12114
CA12115

$29.95
$30.00
$100.00
$45.00
$29.95
$30.00
$100.00
$45.00
$29.95
$30.00
$100.00
$45.00
$29.95
$30.00
$100.00
$45.00

CAT072

$0.00

LEVEL G
CA12133
CA121339
CAT059
CA12148
CA121489
CAT069

LEVEL H
CA12134
CA121349
CAT060
CA12149
CA121499
CAT070

MIXED PACKS
CA12100
CA12101
CA12102
CA12103
CA12104
CA12105
CA12106
CA12107
CA12108
CA12109
CA12110
CA12111
CA12112
CA12113
CA12114
CA12115

CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books P-C
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides P-C
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books P-C
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides P-C
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books A-E
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides A-E
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books A-E
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides A-E
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books C-G
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides C-G
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books C-G
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides C-G
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books D-H
CARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides D-H
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Student Books D-H
STARS PLUS Mixed Pack Teacher Guides D-H

CARS PLUS PLACEMENT BOOK
CAT072

CARS PLUS Placement Book

Attention ..................................................... Order Number ..........
Name of School .............................................................................
Address .........................................................................................
............................................. State .................... P/Code ..............
Country ..........................................................................................
Email ..............................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education
about future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade

CAT051

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount
into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card
in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• Posters and IWB’s are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval.
Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the
customer. View website for Demo versions.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a preexisting account with Hawker Brownlow Education,
you can now order online and pay using that account.

To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on Ph: 1800 334 603 or orders@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on 0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au • ABN: 70 495 007 372
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